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WORLD



RESEARCH 
BACKGROUND

text-attentive anthropology 
+ experimental ethnography, 

de-authorial, dialogically discursive turn 



RESEARCH 
BACKGROUND: 

aftermath of 1984 Union 
Carbide chemical plant 
disaster in Bhopal India



RESEARCH 
BACKGROUND

frontline communities and 
environmental right-to-know in 

the United States



RESEARCH 
BACKGROUND
the “informating” of 

government agencies and the 
environmental health sciences 



Environmental Health Governance in Six Cities 
How Scientific Cultures, Practices and Infrastructure Shape Governance Styles

RESEARCH BACKGROUND
comparative studies of 

environmental health governance



From Bhopal to 
https://disaster-sts-network.org/



● concerns about data ownership and possibly extractive research relations

● concerns about security and protection of research subjects

● concerns about de-contextualization and misinterpretation of data

● concerns about malicious misuse of data

● concerns that data sharing expectations conflate anthropology with other sciences, fail to respect distinctive epistemic 
commitments

● requires technical infrastructure, service and skills that most anthropologists don’t have

● requires research community coordination and new roles for scholarly societies and funders

● implies a profound cultural shift away from individualist, possessive, property-oriented research practice

● implicates research methods and design -- asking anthropologists to think conceptually and technically about data types and 
research work flows

● it is laborious, requiring time and financial support

WHY WORRY ABOUT RESEARCH DATA SHARING ?

 



● prompts deep reflexivity and reconceptualization of anthropology’s (variegated) epistemic commitments research designs, 
methods, data types, purposes and disciplinary culture

● other fields have been vitalized and gained stronger public presence through development of research infrastructure and 
transparency.

● an anthropology data commons could help level and extend access to anthropological practice and knowledge forms while 
deepening the data all anthropologists can work with (important in cross-site, cross-scale, cross-system  studies many 
anthropologists now undertake) 

● although  reproducibility is not the index of rigour in cultural anthropology, discussion of how academic knowledge claims should 
be evaluated and legitimated remains vital -- refining how we articulate this for anthropology, “complying” with rising public, 
publisher and funder expectations.

● building, refining and sharpening our representations of anthropological data readies collaboration with researchers in other 
fields 

● infrastructure and practices supporting data sharing also support collaboration among ethnographers, enabling “validation” while 
enriching  interpretive possibilities.

● infrastructure and work flows supporting research data sharing also support new, non-commercial, genre-busting, data-enriched 
forms of scholarly publication and communication

WHY SHARE RESEARCH DATA ANYWAY?

 



PECE  Politics  



PECE  Politics  



PECE BEGINNINGS  



PECE TRAVELS  (with design logics)



ARCHIVING ANALYZING PUBLISHING

PECE AS TRIPTYCH  



PECE as Triptych: ARCHIVING



● Data characterization and types
○ Text, Images, Audio, Video, CSV tables, Data Bundles with metadata and annotations. 

● Data consent and ownership
○ Archived consent forms and deeds of gift

● Data security and privacy protection
○ Customized Drupal permissions + encryption

● Permissions and access (fine grained and changeable)
○ User Roles: anonymous, contributors, research + Groups: open, restricted, private 

● Data analysis, frameworks, and tools
○ PECE is designed for this!

● Data preservation
○ Local, almost-best-practice solutions, sustainability plan in development

● Data licensing and attribution
○ Various (good) licensing options, preference toward creative commons.  Any data on PECE can be 

assigned an ARK (Archival Resource Key).
● Data discoverability and metadata

○ Good and working on better. 
● Data interoperability, portability and APIs

○ API developed, to be deployed on move to Drupal 9. 

PECE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT  



PECE as Triptych: ANALYZING



PECE & COLLABORATIVE ANALYSIS 



ANALYZING PECE PROJECTS & PLATFORMS  



PECE as Triptych: PUBLISHING



ARCHIVES AS PUBLISHING  



FROM ARCHIVES TO EXHIBITS 



WORLD

§ What work flows, data types and analytic models characterize experimental ethnography?

§ What theories and assumptions about language, meaning, knowledge and sociality undergird
experimental ethnography?

§ What are the digital implications of the work flows, analytic modes and assumptions of
experimental ethnography?

§ How do the digital implications of experimental ethnography align with conventional
approaches to cyberinfrastructure development for research communities?

§ How can experimental ethnography be extended (and possibly transformed) through new,
digitally enabled modes of collaboration, analysis, and expression?

§ How can experimental ethnography be configured so that its data and findings can be
integrated with data and findings from other research fields (including the natural sciences,
engineering and health)?

§ What (conceptual, technical, etc.) advantages – and disadvantages – result from
conceptualization of experimental ethnography data as “big data”?

§ What digital structures and functions can support – and continually extend experimental
ethnography’s signature mode of knowledge production?  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS FOR THE DIGITAL EMPIRICAL HUMANITIES



Learning PECE  



LEARNING THROUGH COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 



Teaching data curation as method



CfC

Building PECE and 
Archive Ethnography


